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Everything Is Not Terminator
Value-Based Regulation of
Artificial Intelligence
John Frank Weaver*
Last fall, Reuters reported that Amazon had developed a hiring
tool that used artificial intelligence to review job candidates to make
hiring decisions, but that the program discriminated against women.1 Although Amazon ultimately abandoned the AI application as
a mechanism to autonomously hire staff, that program represented
one of the worst-case scenarios for artificial intelligence: inherent
bias or discriminatory preferences baked into the AI that tainted all
of the decisions and analysis performed by the AI. This problem is
not occurring infrequently. A 2016 analysis of an AI risk assessment
software used to determine the probability that a criminal defendant will re-offend revealed that the software disproportionately
identified white offenders as a lower risk than black offenders even
though their criminal histories displayed higher probabilities to
re-offend.2 Similarly, researchers have expressed concern that AI
used to review loan applications will impermissibly rely on race
by drawing connections between geographic information (which
is relevant to the lender’s decision) and the ethnic background of
the people known to live there (which is not).3 Compounding the
potential for discriminatory action is the “black box” problem:
companies that develop AI programs are typically reluctant to let
consumers and regulators review their code, resulting in an algorithmic black box in which decisions are made, but no one knows
how or why.4
This column briefly discusses a few existing regulatory tools
that governments can use to prevent this type of AI abuse (or at
least make it harder to do) before considering how it might help to
incorporate specific societal values into regulations and legislation
that broadly address AI.5
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The FTC and the GDPR
Federal Trade Commission
There is general agreement that the authority of the Federal
Trade Commission (“FTC”) is broad enough to govern algorithmic
decision-making and other forms of AI to some extent.6 Section
5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act establishes that “unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce” are unlawful.7
The FTC, after identifying unfair or deceptive acts or practices,
may challenge such acts or practices through administrative adjudication.8 Alternatively, the FTC can promulgate regulations to
address unfair or deceptive practices that occur widely by multiple
parties in the market.9 Currently, the FTC’s Office of Technology
Research and Investigation focuses on algorithmic transparency.10
Last year the FTC requested public comment on and scheduled hearings about algorithmic decision-making and AI.11 At the
hearing considering the consumer protection complications of
algorithms and artificial intelligence, multiple experts discussed
the regulatory possibilities that are available to the FTC:
■ Explore available technical measures to “de-bias” AI products and services;12
■ Identify what “harm” means in the context of personal
data used by AI;13
■ Encourage privacy by design;14
■ Pursue consumer protection concerning AI issues assertively until limits are placed by Congress or the courts;15
and
■ Create a new definition of fairness to apply to algorithmic
decision-making and other AI processes.16
The problem at this point is that the FTC seems to be either
reluctant to exercise these options or confused as to what to do.
The request for public comment and hearings are partly intended
to give the FTC feedback before exercising its regulatory power,
but it also appears reluctant to use its administrative adjudication
authority to identify bad actors and send signals to other companies in the market.
Having said that, however, the last two bullet points above are
important ones because they introduce an aggressive conceptual
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approach to legislation and regulation addressing AI, applying
specific societal values to AI generally, which could avoid regulating specific technologies and impairing innovation. This issue will
be addressed below.
General Data Protection Regulation
Unlike the FTC, which is relying on legislation that is not
specific to AI, the European Union included requirements in the
General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) that explicitly refer
to AI, or, in the parlance of the regulation, automated decisionmaking or automated processing. Article 22(1) grants data subjects
the right not to be subject to a “decision based solely on automated
processing, including profiling, which produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her.”17
Consistent with that is the requirement that controllers under the
GDPR, when obtaining personal data, must notify data subjects
of the existence of “automated decision-making, including profiling, referred to in Article 22(1) . . . and, at least in those cases,
meaningful information about the logic involved, as well as the
significant and the envisaged consequences of such processing for
the data subject.”18
As explained in my last column in The Journal of Robotics,
Artificial Intelligence & Law, it is not totally clear what kind of
“meaningful information” would satisfy the GDPR. Does the AI
program have to incorporate “explainability,” i.e., the ability to
explain in real time the decision-making criteria the AI used for
a recent decision? Is a lower threshold acceptable, like a “Why am
I seeing this ad?” box?19 The goal is for consumers to be notified
of all or nearly all of the AI applications using their personal data
and for consumers to have the right to opt out if they so choose.
The problem is that when that notice becomes one paragraph in
a 20-page document giving consumers other notices required by
law, that notice becomes meaningless and many people act like
it is meaningless.20 However, the societal value that each person
should be able to make his or her decisions and control his or her
affairs is a fundamental belief in the United States and should be
extended to AI. Finding a way to establish meaningful notice of
AI functions is an important value to incorporate into new regulations and legislation.
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Specific Societal Values in American Regulation
and Legislation
The idea that AI programs, devices, and systems need to act
consistently with our values is not a novel or necessarily a controversial one.21 However, to this point, international and European
governing groups have done a better job than their American counterparts at exploring the creation of a regulatory system to govern
AI that adopts a values-based approach.22 The dominant message
from the U.S. federal government has been that new widespread
regulation of any sort is ill-advised for the foreseeable future and
that we do not want to disrupt innovation.23 What this fails to
recognize is that the federal government will never be in a better
position to impose regulations on AI; as the industry grows and
becomes better organized, it will most likely resist efforts to impose
regulatory obligations. 24 Judging by the comments to a federal
request for public responses published by the White House Office
of Science and Technology Policy (the “AI RFI”), that resistance
is already occurring, as many commenters expressed concern for
“unnecessary regulatory obstacles,” “burdensome regulations and
reactionary policies that inhibit the growth of AI,” and “regulation
[that] stifles . . . creative, organic, bottom-up solutions.”25
We need to regulate AI now in order to set early expectations
for AI developers: what should consumers reasonably expect, what
processing behavior is acceptable, what information must be disclosed, etc. By setting those expectations early, we create ground
rules for AI before the industry becomes too developed to oppose
them. As the industry gets more mature, it will grow having internalized those rules, and everyone will be better off. Had we taken
this approach with data privacy, we would see fewer growing pains
as companies try to incorporate the requirements of the GDPR and
other data privacy laws.26
I am sympathetic to people who worry about technologyspecific laws and regulations; AI is too young and too misunderstood for regulators and legislators to effectively govern it at the
device or program level. However, it is important that early regulations are adopted to create requirements that all AI developers
must incorporate into their applications and devices. Values-based
regulations are an ideal way to do that.
The Federal Trade Commission Act is both a good example of
values-based governing, with its broad language prohibiting unfair
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and deceptive trade practices, and a useful tool for the FTC to
leverage to adopt values-based regulation to govern AI. The FTC
should pursue regulations focusing on the following values:
■ Beneficence and Confirmation: AI developers must ensure
that their applications and devices do no harm to the
physical, mental, or social well-being of human beings or
their communities, or they must be able to demonstrate
how any harms are more than offset by benefits to the
physical, mental, or social well-being of human beings or
their communities. AI should be testable by third parties
to confirm that it does no harm, and AI that produces
more significant effects on a larger population should be
subject to more scrutiny.27
■ Justice and Fairness: AI must treat people and issues fairly.
Organizations that develop and/or rely on AI must ensure
that it is reliable and does not make discriminatory decisions, including ensuring that historical biases in the data
sets that inform an AI application are effectively recognized
and accounted for by the application.28
■ Respect and Honesty: Use of AI should be transparent and
made known to users. People have the right to decide
whether or not to participate with an AI application, both as
someone who will be affected by the AI’s decision-making
and as someone whose data will be relied upon to train the
AI to make decisions. At the same time, the intellectual
property rights AI developers have in the code should be
protected.29
These basic values are core American values. Broadly worded
regulations based on these values would not be technology specific,
but would establish a baseline of behavior and expectations for
anyone seeking to develop AI applications or devices. Consistent
with the opinions expressed at the FTC hearing on AI, the FTC
can adopt regulations addressing these values under its current
authority to prevent unfair and deceptive practices.
Having said that, courts could determine that regulations
based on these values are beyond the scope of the Federal Trade
Commission Act. In order to prevent that, it would be preferable
that Congress pass legislation that formally authorizes the FTC to
promulgate regulations that impose the above values on AI.
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Conclusion
Although the degree of change is debated, the general consensus is that AI will introduce significant change to people’s lives. AI
is also widely recognized as incredibly tricky for government to
regulate because it is very technical and difficult to understand.
Various commenters responding to the AI RFI worried that: “AI
can quickly become overwhelming for gov[ernment] to regulate.
Our laws have no protection against the negative effects” of AI;
that without regulation, AI will lead to abuses; and that the country will not be able to maximize the benefits of the technology.30
Broadly applicable regulations based on specific values avoid the
potential danger in technology-specific regulations while allowing the government to set the ground rules for AI before the field
becomes even more technical and difficult for legislators, regulators, and public policy makers to conceptualize and govern. The
FTC’s pursuit of values-based regulations is the first step toward
beneficial, long-term governance of AI.
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